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All fabrics and lining need to be 100% fabric and are  ¼” seams    
 

Requirements: Adult Size (20 cm makes 3 masks)   

20 cm Main fabric   

20 cm Lining fabric   

20 cm Flannelette   

50 cm of 3mm elastic per mask   

 

Child Size (20 cm makes 4 masks)   

20 cm Main Fabric   

20 cm Lining Fabric   

20 cm flannelette   

40 cm 3mm elastic per mask   
 

The method is the same for both size masks 

From  main fabric  use the main pattern  piece 

and cut 2 pieces of fabric.   

From  lining fabric use the lining piece and 

cut 2 pieces of fabric   

From  the flannelette piece of fabric use the  smallest lining piece this fabric is on the  

inside  of the mask and will not be seen, but it acts like a filter on the inner layer.   

With right sides together sew down  the long curved edge of all 3 sections. Press seams  

open.     

Place right sides together for front and lining fabric then place flannelette fabric over lining 

fabric.  * Note that the lining fabric does not go all the way to the end  it is supposed to be  

like this.  Pin into place and sew down both sides with a ¼” seam.   

Turn right side out and press edges, top stitch along edge. 

Fold end over to cover lining fabric then fold again to make elastic casing, stitch in place 

remembering to reverse at each end. 

Thread elastic through ends and knot to close it up. Pull the knot through to the middle of 

the casing. 

                   Your mask is all done.  These masks are NOT medical grade.  








